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Executive Summary 

The analysis in this report is based on first hand information obtained from 12 (Twelve) factories 
interviewing 292 workers (Female 209, Male 83). These factories are working for 13 (thirteen) 
brands. There are factories producing for more than one brand. Among these brands are C&A, J.C 
Rags, M&S Mode and Prenatal. The situation in these factories producing for the above mentioned 
brands has been investigated by conducting a survey covering 292 respondents. 

This study provides the compelling evidence of violations of labour rights and compiles information 
on a number of key variables and particularly focuses on the issues of a living wage and 
discrimination. 

In this report, a brand and factory specific analysis has been given showing differences on a 
number of critical variables by factory and brand. This report also makes an attempt to generalize 
and bring out some of the issues and underlying concerns which are common to all factories 
irrespective of brand.

This study, in some respects, illustrates a mixed scenario. Some factories are more amenable to 
comply with some of the codes, while others aren't. Most of the workers reported that there is no 
favorable environment in most of the factories to talk about their problems. 

During study we have also observed an ambivalence of workers to give their opinion loudly on a 
number of issues. The study has gathered both qualitative and quantitative information on a 
number of diverse issues including rights, discrimination and harassment. 

During our interviews we saw the pale faces and skinny hands of the malnourished workers. 
Nimble fingers are quick enough to get the job skilfully done before time is up. According to 
workers, they are devoted to their work but the management refuses to listen to their problems. 

The livelihood of worker is always under stress. They go to the market to buy their essential 
groceries at midnight and after returning back they go to bed late after cooking and feeding their 
spouses and children. 

The survey seeks to capture the views and perspectives of garment workers on issues relating to 
rights, discrimination and a living wage. Compared to the situation of 2006, the real wage of the 
garment workers has substantially declined as an impact of the current food crisis. 

The study has made an attempt to piece together the information on wage discrimination which 
clearly alludes to a growing body of evidence that discrimination is common in the sector. 

The study began with investigating the wage payment system, particularly the wage calculation 
indicators.1 Out of 292 respondents, 91% reported that wage was calculated on monthly basis. 

In interviews a majority of the respondents were of the opinion that a grim situation prevails in their 
factories due to awfully low wages, even though the minimum wage has been implemented in most 
cases. 

However, most of the workers are being pressured by management to continue to work until they 
have finished their daily targets. Pertinent to this issue, we must know the relation between 
overtime and production targets. The daily production target fixed in the morning is excluded from 

1  Although the study found that a majority of the workers has been receiving their wage and overtime payment regularly, such 
astounding findings should not lead to any happier conclusion when we explain the “concept of regularity” as perceived by the 
workers. To the workers, “regularity means” the payment within the 15th instant or the first week of the next consecutive month. 
Regularity doesn’t essentially mean compliance in accordance with provisions of labour law. The factories under study also found to 
have manipulated the time table in attendance cards. Regular on-time payment is attributed to dispensation of payment within first 
week of the month. 
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the management's estimation of overtime. The counting of overtime starts only after completion of 
the fixed production targets. 

The factories that were investigated under this survey show that the gap between wages on the 
basis of gender is still predominant.

The Bangladesh Labour Code, 2006 – “an act to consolidate the laws relating to employment of 
workers, relations between employers and workers, determination of minimum wages, payment of 
wages” and an assortment of issues pertaining to labour rights- is yet to yield the anticipated 
benefits for the workers. 

The implementation of the clauses relating to wage, compensation, overtime and maternity is 
being flouted by the owners on unreasonable grounds and excuses. This kind of disregard for the 
law goes on unabated in the majority of factories under investigation. 

The report illustrates the discriminatory issues and particularly focuses on the status of the women 
workers in these 12 factories. The worst form of discrimination that the female workers face are 
unequal wages, especially for those who have been denied an appointment letter. Discrimination 
can further be seen in terms of overtime, leave and maternity benefits. Although a majority of the 
workers claimed that they had been able to claim their maternity rights, a significant proportion was 
found to be unwilling to talk much about the benefits while interviewed. A striking finding is that the 
employers have simply reduced the number of married workers.
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Chapter 1: Study Background and Methodology

1.1 Aims and objective of the study. 

One of the main objectives of this research is to focus on the living wage of the workers working in 
the RMG (Ready Made Garments) sector. The results of the research intend to provide input in 
able to ensure labour rights, descent working conditions, implementing a living wage and ensuring 
an equal position of women at their workplace. 

In such delicate matters it is of the utmost importance to have reliable and credible information 
based on systemic and methodical study. 

The research looks into the information on the working conditions in the factories, with special 
attention to living wage and gender discrimination. Therefore, this study could be insightful as 
background information on the recent price hike and its impact on life and livelihood of the workers.

The research report contains full factory profiles (including information on working conditions and 
wages, worker quotes and brands producing there) and short ready-to-use background information 
on living wage levels in Bangladesh. 

The research has broadly gathered information on:
 
• Workers rights violations in factories producing for Dutch clothing brands
• Living wage
• Gender discrimination and harassments
• Freedom of Association 
 Employment status and wage
 Health and safety conditions
 Codes of Conduct

1.2. Scope and Methodology: 

The research has been carried out within the agreed framework of a Terms of Reference jointly 
developed by the Dutch CCC and AMRF. The study has been conducted by Alternative Movement 
for Resources and Freedom (AMRF). The AMRF kept in close contact and cooperated with Trade 
Unions, NGOs and other stakeholders in order to carry out the study. The research was based on 
both primary and secondary data. Direct field investigation by our research team generated 
primary data. 

Much of the information has been gathered from primary sources- worker interviews. The 
approaches for gathering primary data included administrating questionnaires, facilitated group 
discussions and individual discussions. 

A six-member team from AMRF comprising of both female and male researchers were deployed in 
collecting first hand information of the factory using questionnaires. Since it is almost impossible to 
talk to workers in their workplace, most of the interviews were carried out at their residence in the 
evening after their return from work. The research was conducted on the following Brands:

PRENATAL, M & S Mode, C&A (Canda, Yessica) and J.C. Rags. 
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1.3. Limitation of the study 

Several factors acted as barriers to gaining detailed information on the issues of the study. 
Mostly the perpetual time constraint of the workers constantly hindered the process of interaction 
with them. Further, during whatever little time the workers had after the long back-breaking working 
hours (which could be until 10 in the evening) they were totally exhausted and preoccupied with 
preparing their meals and retire for the day. It thus becomes extremely difficult for them to make 
time to respond to research queries.

1.4. Sample size 

In  total  292 (71.6%)  female  and (28.4%)  male workers  were  interviewed. The following  table 
depicts the status of the respondents in accordance with factory. 

Table-1: Factory-wise distribution of sex of the respondents

Sl. No. Name of the Factory Male Female Total

1 Factory A 8 5 13

2 Factory B 5 20 25

3 Factory C 3 22 25

4 Factory D 5 21 26

5 Factory E 7 19 26

6 Factory F 3 22 25

8 Factory G 12 11 23

8 Factory H 4 22 26

9 Factory I 11 17 28

10 Factory J 6 20 26

11 Factory K 10 15 25

12 Factory L 9 15 24

Total 83 209 292
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Chapter 2: Overview of RMG Sector of Bangladesh

This chapter provides some key information on the Bangladesh RMG sector. In recent times 
buyers’ purchasing practices have been a matter of concern in relation to the implementation of 
codes of conduct, because we know that actors external to the sector have influence in shaping 
the sector itself. The data and analysis provided in this report can be directly linked to some issues 
concerning buyer’s practices. 

It is claimed that 75% of the country's export earnings come from the RMG sector. As the single 
largest contributor in the national export, RMG deserves special consideration. 

The apparel industry in Bangladesh survives mainly due to the contribution of the workers. This 
sector, unlike other manufacturing sectors, has included many stakeholders in its fold. It’s a global 
operation. Corporate and state entities of different countries are involved production chains, they 
regulate and shape its operation. 

The stakeholders are diverse and wide-ranging. They include Buyers (foreign retailers, their local 
representatives and their compliance mechanism), Suppliers (factory owners and their overall 
business structure) and Governments (of producing and recipient countries and certification 
agencies). 

Each of them bears responsibility for the prevailing unacceptable conditions in the RMG sector of 
Bangladesh. There are flaws, deficiencies and discrepancies in the perception and functioning of 
each stakeholder. In recent times, the stakeholders have been active to apparently demonstrate 
that they are sincere to compel the factories to abide by the codes of conduct. But in reality the 
changes are not visible in the factories producing for the brands. 

The concerns surrounding the conditions of RMG workers in general as well as the analysis and 
findings of this research must be considered against the backdrop of this situation. 

The factories don’t deny their responsibility to comply with rights and obligations openly. In practise 
though they behave differently. Fraudulent practices are widespread in this sector. 
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Chapter 3: Conditions of Employment

3.1 Appointment Letter, identity and attendance card.
 

There are fermenting issues of employment conditions in every factory across the sector. The 
degree of legal compliance with these issues depends on a number of factors including the 
conditions imposed upon workers during recruitment. It was observed that imposition of such 
restrictions, which go beyond the purview of law, effectively act as deterrence to raise objections. 
The workers intend to secure their job and avert harassment. However, the use of the legal 
compliance hinges upon the advantages of employers. The laws that give them the opportunity to 
exercise maximum leverage to keep the workers under their control are the most preferred options 
they are agreeable to. The data on issuance of appointment letters, identity- and attendance cards 
are unique examples of what attitude managements hold with regard to the implementation of 
laws.

This chapter captures the data that demonstrates clearly that the majority of the factories found to 
have been keen on complying with attendance cards alone, instead of adhering to the most 
fundamental rights like issuing appointment letters. The situation regrettably hasn't marked any 
noticeable and remarkable change since the introduction of the Labour Law of 2006. The induction 
of various tactics and fraudulent means by the management to deprive the workers of their lawful 
rights has been so common that workers' hard and painful efforts to bring their concerns and 
voices into light are more than ever being disregarded so that the workers hardly find any place to 
ventilate their grievances. 

The issuance of an appointment letter is to be deemed as the first step towards fulfilling the most 
rudimentary legal obligation; as a sign of sincerity to demonstrate respect to workers rights. Before 
getting into the illustrations of discriminatory practices, the factory-wise concentration of male and 
female as shown below would give an idea of the effects of such practices (graph 1).

The investigated factories show a contrasting scenario. A majority of the workers have expressed 
discontent over the lack of an appointment letter. The graph below depicts the difference between 
male and female workers with regard to appointment letters, identity- and attendance cards (graph 
2). However, there are a number of factories where the workers are given incentives for timely 
attendance. 

Graph 1: Gender-segregated scenario 
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3.2. Gender-segregated scenario 

Given this general context of the attitude towards to the management's legal obligations, we must 
clearly underline that those legal implications vary across gender. 

The comparative and relative status of brands in exerting influence on factories they are working 
with in order to fulfill their obligations cannot be captured fully if the conditions prevailing in the 
factories outside EPZ are not fully recognized. The situation of the factories inside and outside the 
EPZ varies significantly. 

For example, the factory producing for one Dutch brand outside the EPZ2 was found to have been 
totally indifferent to worker’s causes and ranked at the top of autocratic repute. 

The management keeps an constant eye on the workers, watches their movement and behavior. 
Even inter-personal communication among the workers is being monitored. Workers know that the 
management keeps record of how many times they visited the wash room and who are forming the 
groups, what kind of networking is evolving etc. The workers say surveillance against them makes 
them so concerned that they are afraid of talking about the issues freely. 

The employment conditions, as interpreted by law, were found to have been disregarded by all the 
factories in varying degrees3 . Issuance of an appointment letter to the workers is the primary 
requirement of justifying how far they are serious to adhere to labour law. We also found that the 
recruitment process nips the bargaining capacity in the bud and weighs down a sense of moral 
responsibility upon the new recruits, as they are told by the contacts, i.e. their relative or person 
who introduced them that any move to bargain will mean havoc for the introducer. The workers 
aspiring for a job try to find a contact in the factory. The contact in the factory may be a relative or 
neighbor who plays the role of a guarantor in many cases.

It happens in almost all factories. The statements made by the workers during interview can be 
summarized by one respondent as below: 

“We cannot shrug off the responsibility as we have introduced them. The management always 
blames us if the new entrant establishes contact with a trade union or demands anything like 

maternity leave.”

It is a general practice of the management that it always intends to establish a control mechanism 
over the workers using various informal means and networks. 

Therefore, the workers feel discouraged to claim any demand. The statements of the workers paint 
a gloomy picture as to how their courage has been nipped in the bud from the very start of their 
employment.4 The violations in terms of issuing appointment letters are characteristic to these 
factories under survey. The relation between the process of recruitment and such violations has 

2  The factories inside the EPZ are controlled by the EPZ Workers Association and Industrial Relations Act (2004). The factories 
inside EPZ are required to go by certain rules, as set out by the EPZ authority. 

3 This means, according to workers, that the wants of the employers, not their legal rights, determine the workers' behavior; 
Employers, according a number of respondents, twist and turn covertly the rights that they simply openly appear to be responsive 
and sensitive to. For example, across the factories, irrespective of brand they are working for, only 55% of workers have been 
issued an appointment letter while Identity Cards (ID card), which bear lesser importance with regard to claiming the payments and 
other rights, have been strictly enforced. 

4 Many respondents, we would say majority of the respondents described the incidences of lax, delayed or non-issuance of 
appointment letters. According to workers of these factories, the old workers, working for 3-4 years, are usually discouraged by 
management to continue their job. They said, old workers know too much about the factory and labour law, explaining the causes of 
their retrenchment. A variety of causes have been mentioned by the workers. Of them, the most striking is that they fall victim of 
management abuse quite often compared to others. Over the years, these workers have gained knowledge about the factory and 
management, which, in most cases is being deemed as a threat to the smooth running of the factory. The management feels that 
with their wages increased, their awareness of law and the possibility of being the trouble-makers, older employees are too much of 
a burden.
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been observed during our survey and were reflected in the narrations of the workers. 5 

The issuing of appointment letters has been a main demand in movements in the past. Only 55% 
of the workers have been provided with an appointment letter in the factories being investigated. 

While the appointment letter was not issued to a majority of the workers, more than 90% of 
workers have the attendance card and 77% have the identity card. 

Graph 2: Factory-wise scenario of issuance of Identity cards

The workers described the dismal scenarios that prevail in the factory and narrations of the 
workers depicted the gravity of the situation. 

Graph 3: Attendance Card

5 One worker said, “I was appointed at the request of my sister. She made a commitment to the management that I would behave 
well, obey their orders and was not likely to raise my voice.” Another worker, illustrating the situation, said, “our introducer 
guaranteed that we would obey factory law.”
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Two factories6 out of three producing for C& A, Canda and Yessica have issued appointment letters 
for all the workers while Factory J has given appointment letters to only 23% of its workers. In 
some factories, the situation is much worse. Factory C working for one Dutch brand has not issued 
any appointment letters to workers. Factory H located inside EPZ, producing for J. C Rags and 
other Dutch brands has issued appointment letters to all the workers. 

Factory A issued appointment letters to 53% of the workers. All of the factories producing for J.C 
Rags provide 100 percent of their workforce with appointment letters. Only four factories producing 
for eight different brands (among which are C&A, Canda, Yessica, JC Rags and Prenatal) have 
given appointment letters and attendance cards to all the workers. Factory A has issued 
appointment letters to 53% of its workers, an identity card was issued to only 15% of workers while 
attendance cards have been distributed to more than 80% of the workers. The factories working for 
M&S Mode have provided attendance and identity cards to 100% of their workers while 
appointment letters, the basic requirement, have been issued only 34% of their workers. One 
factory, Factory L, provided appointment letters to a hundred percent of their workers. 

Graph 4: Factory-Wise Distribution of Appointment Letter

In eight factories, the man-women ratio of getting appointment letters is almost equal (57: 54). The 
attendance card ratio is 87: 91. 

3.2 Production target and Obligatory overtime.

On an average 76.4% of workers said that they were given a production target which compels 
them to work for an extra period. Forced overtime and excessive production targets constitute the 
major hurdles for the female workers to go back to home before dinner. The majority of the workers 
leave between 8pm -10pm.

Setting excessive targets has been commonly reported by all the workers (graph 5). More than 
ninety percent workers of the factories producing for C&A, Canda, and Yessica have reported that 
fixing production targets has been part of their production process. The production target is set so 
high that they are forced to work overtime. Pertinent to mention that calculation of overtime starts 
only after the fixed production target is met. 

6 The factories which are located in EPZ area are more compliant with issuing appointment letters. This report intends to highlight that 
it doesn’t indicate that the factories located inside EPZ do comply with other legal issues.
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There is no excessive production target in Factory I and Factory K, according to workers. In 
Factory L working for Prenatal a large number (70.83%) of workers has been the victim of 
excessive production targets. The forced overtime has been imposed in all the remaining factories.

Graph 5: Production Target

 Engagement of the workers with overtime works reduces their time for child bearing and 
household chores. However, after reaching home around 10pm workers starts cooking and taking 
care of their children.

Graph-6: Factory Wise Distribution of over time work

Eighty to ninety percent of the workers of three factories which includes Factory G producing for 
Yessica, Canda and C &A, and Factory A have not witnessed any forced overtime. However, 
around 4-5% of respondents of Factory K have experienced involuntary overtime. Around 50% of 
the workers of the Factory H working for JC Rags had reported that excessive overtime is common 
to their factory. In contrast, according to workers, there is no obligatory overtime in Factory I. Only 
13% of workers of Factory G reported to have been engaged in involuntary overtime. 
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But in all other factories, there is clear evidence of excessive mandatory overtime irrespective of 
brand they are working for and the location of the factory. 

Women are more prone and vulnerable to overtime compared to men. More than eighty percent of 
the female respondents said that they had accepted involuntary overtime while about 64% of male 
respondents did so, according to survey findings. 

Graph 7: Production target and obligatory overtime

While 64% of male respondents had been given a daily production target, the percentage for 
female workers was much higher, 81%. At the same time, 68% of the female workers had 
experience of excessive overtime while almost 44% of male workers accounted for the same 
reasons. 7 

The analysis will remain incomplete and insensitive if we lose the perspective of the comparative 
analysis of the concentration of the workers, by gender, in the ranks of factories. Higher positions, 
such as supervision, are occupied mostly by male workers. 

It should be noted that overtime is a very complex issue and there is a need to distinguish between 
overtime and excessive overtime- voluntary and involuntary overtime. Given the context of wage 
which is insufficient for living, a large portion of workers prefer to work overtime for a much needed 
extra income. But when overtimes appears to be a forced phenomenon in view of meeting 
deadlines of shipment and for a variety reasons related to export as well as power interruptions, or 
management problems, then the workers, being fatigued with regular excessive production targets, 
are hesitant to take on the additional burden of work. This seems to be a regular phenomenon in 
some factories while there are other factories where excessive overtime is enforced only if there is 
an urgency to meet. 

Both the production target and obligatory overtime entail consequences for the workers in many 

7 Workers really need to do overtime for their survival. However, excessive overtime is a problem for them. Excessive overtime means 
that they are forced to do overtime without considering their ability to do so. We would like to recapitulate that workers don’t like to 
join the factories offering less overtime. But we need to distinguish between overtime and excessive overtime, in most cases without 
the consent of the workers. Overtime has many facets and implications. For example, when the overtime is needed to really comply 
with shipment deadlines in view of the shorter lead time given by the buyers, workers don’t hesitate to take that burden. But, on the 
whole, in the context of grueling time factors that they need to balance with, excessive overtime all the year round appear to them 
as forced labour. 
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ways. Excessive production targets keep workers from freely determining the time for overtime of 
their choosing.

On the one hand, non-payment or delayed payments are a regular phenomenon in the RMG 
sector, on the other hand, additional labour the management requires to fulfill targets is another 
form of forced labour. That is the reason why the estimation of overtime is a fraudulent and 
complex issue to the workers. Overtime, in the eyes of factory management, starts only when the 
remaining workload, after 8 hours of work, is accomplished by the workers. The workers failed to 
recognize compulsory overtime and the legal connotation that this issue bears. 

These workers have been experiencing maltreatment and intimidation for years. They are so 
frustrated that they see no immediate possibility of change. When, over the years, the legitimate 
issues go unheeded, the workers develop resilience and feel wary about believing in any change. 

A majority of the women workers discarded the possibility of changing this situation. According to 
them, this is a form of forced labour. Generally, inequalities and maltreatment, over the years, have 
made them more tolerant of abuses, according to the workers. 

3.3. Wage Payment and discrimination

According to workers, all the factories ultimately pay their dues. Regular payment is not a common 
phenomenon. Before discussing the discrimination with regard to wage payment, the workers 
profile, by rank, position and sex, should be taken into account. 

The following table shows designation of the workers according to their sex: 

Table: 2: Designation of workers according to their sex

Helper Operator Others Total

Male 14 50 19 83

Female 52 141 16 209

Total 66 191 35 292

Before getting into the discussion on wage payment, an understanding of the distribution of the 
workers is important to get a clear picture as to how discrimination is affecting large number of 
women workers. 

The above mentioned table depicts an overall picture. Out of 292 respondents, 66 were helper, 
191 were operator and 35 were in other positions like supervisor, quality inspectors.

Table-3: Factory wise distribution of workers according to their designation

Sl. No. Name of the 
Factory

Helper Operator Others

1 A 0 13 0

2 B 0 19 6

3 C 5 17 3

4 D 2 18 6

5 E 2 18 6

6 F 6 15 4
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7 G 3 17 3

8 H 3 21 2

9 I 10 18 0

10 J 4 17 5

11 K 16 9 0

12 L 15 9 0

Total 66 191 35

All the respondents (100%) of Factory A reported that they were not paid monthly wages as well as 
overtime allowance in due time. Interestingly, in Factory I all respondents said that the factory 
made the payment of salary in due time though overtime allowance is usually delayed. However, 
most of the factories' monthly wage payments are rather regular but other payments are always 
delayed. 

The garments workers of most of these factories have not been paid overtime allowances 
according to the total hours of overtime worked as reported. That means that they don’t get the 
money for all the hours they have worked overtime. Fraudulent calculation of overtime and 
deceptive time keeping has been observed in most of the factories. This was the case according 
to most of the respondents of Factory A (100%), Factory B (100%), Factory J (100%), Factory K 
(96%) and Factory L (100%). But the situation was somewhat better in Factory E, where 35% 
respondents claimed that they were paid accordingly and even better in Factory F where 87% of 
the respondents claimed that they were paid accordingly and in Factory G and H where 
respectively 95% and 100% of the respondents claimed the same. Mixed responses were found in 
other factories like Factory C and D. 

Wage deduction was prevalent in every factory irrespective of brands. A majority of the 
respondents of this study (96.5%) claimed that they had experienced such deductions. Exception 
was found only in Factory G, producing for C&A, Canda and Yessica, where only 25% of the 
respondents said that they did not come across have any provision of wage deduction due to 
mistakes; seventy five percent of the respondents of the same factory opposed the claim. 

3.4. Maternity leave. 

In practice, there are different categories of maternity leave. The maternity leave practices in the 
factory are being negotiated with individual workers which depicts that the factories are 
uninterested to follow by legal obligations. 

There are various options being practiced, which, in essence, are contradictory to law. For 
example, some get leave with reduced payment, some are offered the leave without payment and 
some are simply allowed to re-join after maternity leave. In most cases perceptions about 
maternity leave are that it may vary from 2-4 months. Most of the workers do get back their jobs 
after enjoying maternity leave. Most of the workers, if unpaid, return to work sooner than those who 
are paid for the full period of 4 months as prescribed by law. Therefore, in practice, we see four 
categories of full, partial or twisted implementation of this law. 8 The opportunity to exercise this 

8
 • Legal maternity benefits have been increased to 16 weeks and the qualifying service length has been decreased to six 

months, but this benefit is limited only up to the birth of two living infants. Section 46: (1) Every woman employed in an 
establishment shall be entitled to, and her employer shall be liable for, the payment of maternity benefit in respect of the period of eight 
weeks preceding the expected day of her delivery and eight weeks immediately following the day of her delivery.
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right hinges upon a number of factors, which vary from worker to worker and factory to factory. 
Although female workers are on the front line of apparel production, a majority of them are 
unmarried. According to present studies, appointment of a single worker is preferred by 
management, to avert the consequences of maternity leaves. 

Out of about 4000 factories, a majority violate the rights of maternity leave as construed in labour 
law. Unrest erupted, on a number of occasions, with demands of 120 days full pay maternity leave. 
The factories where this study was conducted are symptomatic of similar difficulties. Seventy six 
percent of the workers reported that they had been given an opportunity to avail themselves of the 
maternity leave. Out of 76% respondents, 31% of the workers didn’t enjoy any benefits. They were 
allowed to return back to their work without any payment for the period of absence. Unpaid leave 
often doesn’t secure their job. They might find that their position is no longer vacant when they 
return back after child birth. The most obtuse and unacceptable argument of the management is 
that even if the negotiation over wage and maternity leave fails, the pregnant women have no other 
option left except accepting the proposal of the management. The majority of the workers are 
unaware of their rights of maternity leave. 

However, against a 31% of workers that was left with no other choice but leave, the remaining 45% 
had enjoyed half salary or some kind of benefits. They were virtually persuaded to go on leave 
without giving them an opportunity to negotiate or bargain over the maternity issues. An 
insignificant proportion of the workers have enjoyed the full benefits. 

Graph 8: Factory-wise distribution of maternity leave

The study observes that the right of maternity leave is being routinely violated by the management 
in some factories. 
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Chart- 9: Maternity and Termination of Employment due to pregnancy

Factory A, Factory I and Factory K do not provide any maternity leave as claimed by 100% 
respondents of these factories and termination due to pregnancy is only too common in Factory A 
and Factory J as the female respondents claimed. On the contrary though, Factory B, C, D, E and 
F allow entitled maternity leave, although termination due to pregnancy is also observed in these 
factories. 100% of the respondents of Factory B said that they were provided maternity leave, while 
18 out of 20 female respondents claimed that they had observed termination of employment due to 
pregnancy. In Factory D 88% of the respondents said that they had maternity leave, 18 female 
respondents out of 22 claimed the termination was observed by themselves. The situation is much 
better in Factory E and F where all respondents said that the factories provide maternity benefits, 
at the same time termination due to pregnancy was claimed by 9 female respondents (out of 19) in 
Factory E and 10 female respondents (out of 22) in Factory F. These situations reflect that either 
the workers (women) are not aware about maternity benefits or the factory authorities officially 
allow only leave but not the other benefits like full wage (average take away salary of preceding 
three months).

A tiny proportion of workers enjoyed the maternity leave with full payment. Women garment 
workers often seem to be inexperienced and unaware concerning dealing with maternity leave. 
The campaign is still underway with the demands of granting 112 days (8 weeks preceding 
expected date of delivery and 8 weeks after the delivery) maternity leave. 

Thirty seven percent of all workers said that they know a number of examples of termination of jobs 
due to pregnancy. However, there are reports that during recruitment married female are discour-
aged deliberately. 

If we summarize the statements, almost all the respondents hinted to this discriminatory attitude. 
Migration of the workers from one factory to another is one of the key variables to ascertain the 
degree of discriminatory practices in appointment, which this study overlooked in order to focus 
more on living wage and other relevant aspects. However, the workers said :

Statement 1: Pregnancy is most unwanted in garment factories. A pregnant woman is no longer a 
worker. 

Statement 2: We hide our marital status when recruited. Therefore, we cannot claim maternity too. 

Statement 3: If we are aged, we say we are divorced or abandoned by our husband. 
Factories, over the years, have reduced the married female workers through adapting various 
campaigns as part of unseen recruitment conditions. Beauty, age, impressionable attitude and 
many other factors come into consideration during recruitment. 
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Table-4: The reasons of unmarried and female worker recruitment 

Why Most Female Labourers are unmarried.

Why Employers prefer female employees.

Bangladesh Labour Law has clearly stipulated that the maternity leave provision would be 
applicable for two living children. However, management is keen on finding ways to eliminate the 
causes of compliance. If management is compelled to grant maternity leave for a woman, they 
start debasing them in a way that they eventually decide to migrate to another factory. Carrying 
children is a curse to them, according to a worker. This attitude towards workers clearly shows the 
attitude of the management towards maternity leave. 

As this study reveals if we piece together what we have overheard and noted down during 
conducting this survey, you will surprised to take note of the fact that descriptive statistics can spell 
out only the part of the saga of the thousands of workers. Every statement has multiple meanings, 
if decoded, it shows numerous facades and layers of meaning. The management play around a 
number of compliance issues including maternity. 

The workers who said that they were granted leave for a period of 112 days in fact don’t get full 
benefits. Among the female workers, who were granted maternity leave, 42.4% mentioned that 
they received half of their wages. 
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Chapter 4: Living Wage, Real Wage and Minimum Wage

4.1. Wage and Minimum Wage.

The minimum wage had been implemented on October 22nd, 2006 in the wake of stirrings of 
various movements and rounds of negotiations with garment owners. Fixing the minimum wage 
was apparently a success which workers hailed with a notion of discontent because it would hardly 
help them to cope with sky–rocketed market price of essentials. According to workers, the 
minimum wage was not realistically fixed; a variety of suggestions and recommendations, 
proposed by labour leaders and workers, have been brushed aside by the key stalwarts of 
negotiation regimes. 

The long-running debate around implications of minimum wage on sustaining life has recently 
sparked off another polemic that this study captures by investigating 12 (Twelve) factories. The 
cost of living increased many times over the years. There has been a significant decline in the real 
wage of garment workers over the last two years.

The Minimum Wage Board announced the final pay structure for the workers in the ready made 
garment (RMG) sector fixing Tk 1,662.50 as the minimum monthly wage including basic salary, 
house rent and other allowances for the entry-level workers. There are seven grades for the 
workers and four grades for the employees. Minimum wage for grade one workers will be a total of 
Tk 5,140 including basic salary, house rent and allowances, Tk 3,840 for grade two, Tk 2,449 for 
grade three and Tk 2,250 for grade four, Tk 2,046 for grade five and Tk 1,851 for grade six. The 
total monthly wage for apprentice workers is Tk 1,200. To illustrate, an operator belongs to grade 
six and a helper is in grade seven. 

4.2. Take- Away salary.

The following table shows that 100% of the helpers and a majority of the operators earn much less 
to support themselves. The maximum range of average earnings hovers around 2,500-3500 
(BDT). 

Table-5 Distribution of the amount (with overtime) earned per month by a worker (helper 
and operator)

Amount (BDT) Helper Operator

<2000 42.3% 3.0%

2000-2999 53.9% 38.6%

3000-3999 3.8% 36.5%

Total 100,00% 78.1%

4000-4999 0,00% 16.9%

5000->5000 0,00% 5.0%
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4.3. Dependence and spouses 

In addition to maintaining their family, most workers are obliged to send money to villages where 
their extended families reside. The average family size comprises five members. We found only 66 
respondents out of 292 have a large family, comprising of 5-7 members. We also found that 144 
respondents out of 292 live with their families. Moreover, 73 of such families have more than 5 
members. A garment worker of Factory J said, 

We try to send our children to school. We cannot afford the expenses it incurs. Our children are left 
at home (in the slums) sometimes without food. They live on stale rice and curry. 

Another garment worker of Factory E said, 
 
We are destined to work harder and overtime is the means of survival. To us, overtime means 
extra money. We are cheated in many ways. We get incentives if we come on time in the factory 
but our overtime is paid after the month elapsed into next or months next to come.

The workers went on telling their story: 

We battle for our survival. We are silent and dedicated to our work. We take to the street when 
everything goes beyond limits. Who listens to our weeping? We survive because all the members 
of the family do something to draw sustenance. 

4.4. Cost of living and an unending accounting.

On April 12, 2008, all the Bangladeshi press and some western media reported that Bangladesh 
workers rioted over soaring food prices. The report says, about 20,000 workers rioted over high 
food prices and low wages amid spreading global unrest over soaring grocery costs. In 2009, the 
prices of groceries have not plummeted either. There are low cost temporary makeshift markets 
where they go to buy their groceries. These markets are located around factories and close to the 
slums where they live. The inflation and stagnant wages have worsened the situation. The owners 
have many arguments like falling growth, lower prices, stiff competition etc. to keep wages low. 
The minimum wages have remained unchanged for years. Only overtime can add a little to let 
them survive. This report gives the compelling evidence of fraudulent practices in overtime 
calculation. The living conditions of garment workers are appalling. 

We live in slums. The government is indifferent to our plight. The low wages have been the 
outcome of continuous lobbying by the leaders of trade bodies and businessmen-turned-politicians 
in the corridor of power, they said. Taking 2007 as a base year, it should be easily said without any 
dispute that prices of essentials have risen with 50 percent. 

For some commodities like staple foods such rise marks as much as hundred percent. The present 
income is not even enough to cover the cost of food. In the face of the rising cost of living, 
Bangladeshi garments workers have substantially curtailed their cost on food. 

Over the last two and half years, the real wage has been halved. Unprecedented price hikes have 
serious effects on the daily livelihood. There is no denying and dispute over the fact that most of 
the garments workers remain half-fed on daily basis. Rice equivalent real wage has dropped by 11-
12%. However, escalation of rice prices fluctuated between 35-40% during 2007-2009. The Dhaka-
based Center for Policy Dialogue estimates that spending power for Bangladesh’s poorest has 
eroded by 36.7% from Jan 2007 to March 2008. There have been reports that soaring prices will 
cause food insecurity for millions of garments workers. 
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The following paragraphs describe their coping mechanisms and offers vivid descriptions of 
distress and dismal situations without any embellishment (drawn from field notes of the 
interviewers): 

Night falls. Interviewers have been waiting for the interviewee. They don’t turn up. Finally, after 9 
pm two of interviewees smiled at us. During this waiting, we have been observing their  
surroundings. They live in squalor, in shacks constructed from packing crates, barrack like houses, 
live besides festering rubbish. Languishing through such a deplorable condition, most of the 
spending goes to food. 

A garment worker was describing their living condition: 

Most of our earnings are spent on food and shelter. Household assets mean a Chowki (makeshift  
raft that functions as a bed), few utensils and cooking items. We share common toilets. We can 
accommodate three or four persons within 8-10 sq meter space. 

However, the cost of one room varies from 25 -30 USD depending on locations. Such grueling 
living conditions are necessary to cope with the high price of life. The definition of essential 
commodities varies in accordance with income. Generally, the essential commodities include, rice, 
pulse, edible oil, vegetables, eggs, flour etc. 

The following statement of a worker of Factory J opens up a new scenario:

We have a coping mechanism in the face of the recent price hike. On an average, 5000 Taka is 
needed for a descent living. One can not get a house (single house) to live in for less than Tk. 
2000 in Dhaka city. Living with family needs more space. We spend less on housing, more 
spending goes to food. 

The sky-rocketed price of food increases the expenditure on this item. Looking at the following 
table one sees a number of contrasting and contradictory scenarios (table 6). The figure shows 
money sent to family living away is more than Tk. 1,000 in every quarter on an average. They send 
this amount quarterly. There are workers who also send money monthly. Most of the workers are 
yet to sever their relationship with the rural areas they are coming from. 

The worker whose family live in rural areas and workers living alone adopt different coping 
strategies. On an average, a worker, living alone, requires at least Tk. 4700 for survival. 

One of the workers of Factory G said, 

 Let’s not ask questions about my expenditures. Life goes on without accounting. The only money 
that we care for is needed for shelter and to feed our children. 

The table give an estimated cost of living of garment workers in a month. Even if money for 
savings, guest entertainment and money remitted to their native village are excluded from their 
items of expenditure Tk 5000 is needed to live with a family. This is what their minimum 
requirement is. However, the expenditure may vary in accordance with family structure (extended, 
Nuclear etc) and the location where the family lives- rural or urban areas. 

It should be noted that debates of a livable wage as demanded is around 4,500-5000. There are a 
lot of calculations and arguments. However, average transport expenses, compared to their wage, 
are very high. 
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Table 6 Expenditure pattern of the respondents:

The average scenario of monthly expenditures (in BDT) according to number of dependents (with 
family)
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2 members 1365 2710 181 200 277 500 260 313 354 6160
3 members 1684 2782 281 463 320 500 300 467 388 7185
4 members 1763 3387 320 600 465 500 359 522 426 8342

4.5. Shopping Basket Comparison 

Yet, better earning for garment workers is a distant hope. Rising costs of living have aggravated 
the situation further. The workers have been consistently rejecting the existing pay structure, which 
is Tk 1662 as minimum wage. In Bangladesh, the majority of the garment workers (70-80%) earns 
roughly between Tk.2000-3500. In the face of the recent price hike of essentials, they can not 
afford to buy eggs, meat and fish. For the poor the essentials include coarse rice, pulse, cocking 
oil, vegetables etc. Expenditures comprise of two categories: food and non-food items. In most 
cases the workers prefer to reduce the costs on non-food items. 

The amount they earn is not enough to afford housing and food for a single person, let alone the 
cost of a 4/5 members family. Over the period of 2006-2008, the price of essentials increased by 
70-80%. In recent times, the price of staple food -rice- has reduced by 30%. However, due to the 
double digit inflation marks staple food like rice, has effectively doubled since 2007. 

The price hike keep going on unabated despite some measures of the government. A rationing 
system will be effective April 1, 2009 for the garment workers. Each worker will get 20 Kg rice at a 
rate of Tk.18. This is an emergency response of the government in view of simmering unrest in the 
sector. With the low average income of garment workers, the shopping basket of these sweatshop 
workers mostly remains empty. One worker working in Factory I said, “We have forgotten when we 
last had some delicious food. You will not understand how we survive.” 

“We buy the rotten fish, we go to makeshift markets at midnight, and we buy almost rejected 
vegetables. In the morning we´ll have wet stale rice for breakfast”, workers were describing their 
living condition. 

Since 1994, the cost of living has increased by 100 percent. In this study, we have calculated the 
living cost of a single worker. Most of the garment workers take low cost food. According to 
workers, they cook only once a day. Yet, the workers can not earn anything close to living wage. A 
worker from Factory E said, 

“The wage that we get hardly meets our basic needs. In fact, we cannot send money every month. 
However, we have our own way of living. We don’t cook everyday”. 

Real wages 9 of the garment workers have declined substantially. The data collected from the 

9 Wages in RMG are much lower than other manufacturing sub-sectors like food processing, Electronics and other informal sectors 
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garments workers in this survey depicts that this erosion was so fast that they were bewildered and 
hesitant to buy even the rice. 

The previous chart (table 6) depicts the major expenditure items of the workers. The highest 
expenditure is on food while the expenditure for the family ranks second highest. The expenditure 
includes the members of their family left in their native village. Some of the expenditures like 
clothing seem to be a yearly expenditure. One worker of Factory B said, 

“We make clothes for others. We don’t have ability to buy clothes. Our (extended) families living in 
our village wait for our money. We are in distress. Market prices are so high that we cannot afford 
even rice and pulse.”

4.6. The living wage debate 

There are debates about the methodology of calculating a living wage for the garment workers in 
Bangladesh. According to the workers we interviewed as well as understanding developed from an 
analysis of demands of the trade unions over the last couple of years a livable wage may vary from 
BDT 4500- 5500 depending on several other factors related to living standards. An average wage 
of the workers ranges between BDT 2000-3500. 

The findings of study shows that about 88% of both the male and female workers earned less than 
50% of their financial needs for livelihood. Therefore, the dynamics of their livelihood hinges upon a 
number of factors; short term loans from their grocery, short term credit from others etc. To cope 
with these circumstances, workers cannot take square meals. 

The majority of the workers needs to support their spouses or dependents. Therefore, they 
sacrifice their meals and reduce other expenditures in order to ensure that their children are fed. 

Livelihood is a very complex issue, feeding children and dependents is an emotional matter. This 
explanation is given to substantiate the reasons of credit. 

Chart 10: Wage Pattern and wage
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4.7. Wage and cost of living 

The worker’s position on living wage has been captured in this study. "In 2006, for example, the 
Bangladeshi government increased the minimum wage for garment workers from 930 Tk (a level 
that it had been for the previous 12 years) to 1662 Tk.. However, workers were found to have been 

(Salman 2001, Rahman et. al. 2007). However, according to the estimates given by the workers the real wage of the workers has 
declined by 50%. 
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cautious and conservative in determining minimum living wages. According to a majority of the 
respondents, the living wage comprises only food, accommodation and shelter. Another group of 
respondents mentioned savings and other cost as important constituents of living wage. 

Many studies underpin the inextricable positive co-relation between a higher minimum wage and a 
reduction in poverty at national level. The question of a living wage for the garments workers is 
associated with a number of interrelated factors such as the distance of residence from factory, 
family size, number of school going children in the family and housing facilities - whether they live 
in a squat or a better place or live alone or in a group. Most of the garment workers live in 
commune squats. We asked them how much money they need to live a descent life. Responses to 
this question sheds light unto the diverse perception of the workers regarding living wage. 

The findings of the study show that workers can not afford the cost of food with the minimum wage 
that they receive usually. However, even if we take the following issues into account, minimum 
expenditures on all items ignoring the reality that they brace, a single person need at least BD Tk 
4,730 to stay alive. 

Table- 7: Items of Expenditure

SL. No. Major Expenditure Minimum Maximum Mean

1. House rent 400 1000 672.61

2. Food 1000 1800 1509.66

3. Transport 100 600 247.44

4. Medical 100 700 299.01

5. For family 400 1000 876.06

6. Savings 100 500 412.50

7. Clothing 200 350 246.51

8. Others 400 650 466.41

Total 4730.19

To meet additional expenses, a majority of the workers, against their will, choose to work 13/14 
hours. However, the total wage (including overtime, wage and other benefits) falls far short of 
meeting up basic expenses. It should be noted that 67% of the workers get less than Tk 4,000 as a 
wage, Thirty nine percent get less than Tk 3,000 (chart 10). The garment workers don’t consider a 
minimum wage an important issue. Almost all the workers in surveyed factories get a minimum 
wage apart from a few exceptions. Except for salt, rice, eggs, pulse and vegetables the workers 
exclude every other food item from their grocery shopping list. They often can´t even buy pulse, an 
essential item, because of skyrocketed prices. They also exclude medical costs and savings when 
they are seriously cash-trapped. Generally, except for house rent they exclude most of the non-
food items. 

“Factory wise average wage”  alone does not  account  much value to depict  realistic  pictures 
either of garments workers or the management of the factories in which they work. The worker-
grade composition of  the factories,  grade-wise average wage of  the garments industry and 
most importantly grade-wise wage paid by individual factory are necessary here. That’s why all 
those analysis are given below. 
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Table-1: Factory wise average salary
Sl. 
No.

Name of Factory Averag
e Wage

1 Factory A 3385
2 Factory B 3523
3 Factory C 2562
4 Factory D 4263
5 Factory E 2876
6 Factory F 4291
7 Factory G 3842
8 Factory H 4174
9 Factory I 2742

10 Factory J 4387
11 Factory K 2614
12 Factory L 2801

Graph-1: Average wage paid by different factories

This wage-average varies with the composition of workers in a factory according to the grades. 
Factories  where  more  high-grade  workers  have  been  interviewed,  the  average  seems  to  be 
greater. Thus the grade wise composition is given here.
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Graph-2: Composition of workers’ grades (Helper, Operator and Others) 

Table 2: Average wage (designation wise)
Sl. 
No. Designation 

Salary 
(Avg)

1 Helper 2574
2 Operator 3624
3 Others 4207

Table-3: Average wage paid for different grades by the factories
Sl. 
No.

Name of Factory Helper Operator Others

1 Factory A 3385
2 Factory B 3457 3733
3 Factory C 1869 2647 3233
4 Factory D 3550 4220 4629
5 Factory E 2402 2907 2940
6 Factory F 3648 4425 4750
7 Factory G 2950 3954 4100
8 Factory H 3210 4250 4825
9 Factory I 2167 3061

10 Factory J 3425 4209 5760
11 Factory K 2259 3244
12 Factory L 2451 3385
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Chapter 5: Duration of work

More than 48% of workers complain about working hours. Most of the workers will have to turn up 
at the factory gate by 8am. Not surprising, all the workers are allowed their lunch break. The 
management adopts various means to elongate working time but curtailing non-working times like 
refreshment is prevalent. Many female garment workers said that they could not afford to bear the 
burden of everyday household chores due to their long working hours. There is enough reason for 
psychological maladjustments of female garment workers due to long working hours. For most of 
the workers, duration of work, on an average, is no less than 10 hours. Garment is an industry run 
by female workers. However, this study reveals that the average working time often is more than 
12 hours.

In all factories work begins at 8am (73%). 55% mentioned that they finished work at 8-10pm. Thirty 
percent of the workers could finish their work by 7pm. Work starts off at dawn and finishes at late 
evening or midnight (Chart 11). 

Some workers also claimed that they had to work till 3am, which is usually termed as night shift. 
Night shift thus can not seem to be as different shift, rather than it is actually the extension of 
overtime. 

Chart 11: Starting time and Ending time

Ten hours of work is the minimum. Only 42.8 percent of workers work equal or less than 10 hours. 
However, generally 39.5% of the workers work 13 hours a day or more. The average working 
hours for all workers was found to be 11.46 hours a day and there was no actual difference found 
between male (11.45 hours) and female workers (11.46 hours).

But the difference in working hours per week between male and female workers is clearly identified 
(75.12 and 76.09 hours respectively) and the difference is more visible along the distribution of 
weekly working hours. 

70% of women workers work for more than 70 hours per week while only 53% of male workers 
work for the same hours. To illustrate this situation further, we can cite some examples from the 
study. Nine percent of the workers keep on working more than 100 hours in a week. Twenty 
percent manage to escape from work by giving away 80-90 hours while 17% seem to have no 
option without getting into job for a period of 90-99 hours. Only 31.5% of all workers (working 60-69 
hours) seem to be the luckiest segment who is up to or little beyond the legally permissible time-
line (chart 12). 

The overtime is mandatory for reasons of poverty as well as management pressure. Only twenty 
five percent of workers enjoy the opportunity of going back to home working less than 12 hours. 
66% percent of workers are enslaved for 30 hours extra time for their survival in a week. 
According to law, 48 hours is the legally permissible working duration. It means that including 
overtime the work duration should not exceed sixty hours for a worker under whatever 
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circumstances. 

Chart 12: Working Hour per Week
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The study reveals that 27% of the female workers remain confined, voluntarily or involuntarily, for a 
span of 30 hours in addition to legally permissible weekly working hours. The data shows that 
70%-80% of female workers on an average have 30 hours of overtime when legally permissible 
overtime is only 12 hours per week.

However, a contrasting scenario emerges for men when study captures that only 55% of males 
stay in factory premises for the same period of time. However, only 20% percent of females, on an 
average, work less than 12 hours a day while 44% of male were engaged for the same period. 
Fourty eight percent of workers were found to have specific complains about their working hours. 

Chart 13: Factory-wise distribution of working days in a week

According to labour law, workers should not work more than 48 hours a week. The workers will not 
survive if they work only 48 hours. The meager amount they will get out of their 48 hours work will 
perish them physically. They would not be able to have two meals a day. The data obtained from 
the field on working hours tends to establish a correlation with overtime data especially. 

Two different striking scenarios emerge out of our working hour data. Women work longer periods 
of time compared to their male counterparts, 54.5% works seven days a week while 42% of men 
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chooses to do so. This is common to all factories. Irrespective of brands, an average 70-90% of 
workers reported that they had no option but to work even in the weekend. 

Graph 10: Average Working Hours per Week

The following table (table 9) shows the average working hours in different factories per week. Data 
clearly depicts that except Factory G and Factory I the average working hours in most of the 
factories is 70-90 hours.

Table: 9: Average working hours in different factories

1 Factory A 71

2 Factory B 78.74

3 Factory C 67.33

4 Factory D 79.17

5 Factory E 80

6 Factory F 92.61

7 Factory G 60

8 Factory H 62.08

9 Factory I 54.16

10 Factory J 90.88

11 Factory K 88.23

12 Factory L 85.16

5.1. Consent of overtime and overtime notice and payment 

The workers of Factory I are an example of how the workers are persuaded, motivated and 
compelled to go by the instructions of management. More than ninety percent of respondents 
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reported that management did not seek consent from them. Workers are not given any prior 
overtime notice. However, 91% percent of the workers said that overtime notice had never been 
served to them. 

Chart 14: Notice of overtime served to the workers or formal announcement made
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85% of the workers said that the reasons of overtime had never been explained to them. 
There is a provision in law to make a formal announcement to the workers regarding overtime. The 
situation in Factory A is comparatively better than other factories. More than 30% of workers 
reported that that there had been some sort of consultation with them (chart 15).10 

Only 15% of the workers were consulted before overtime. Only 9% of workers acknowledged that 
they had been served prior notice. Inordinate delay in payment and manipulative calculation of 
overtime deprive them from the benefits of overtime. 

Chart 15: Reasons of overtime explained to the workers
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All-year overtime is predominantly prevalent in Factories H, E and C (96.15%, 76.92% and 88% 
respectively). These factories are producing for MS Mode and JC Rags. Almost 100 per cent of the 
respondents said that the cause of overtime had never been communicated to them. A majority of 
the workers of surveyed factories have been exposed to overtime all year round. Factory C scored 
the lowest by all indicators in this survey, bothers little about consent; neither have they cared to 
make any announcement and don’t make lawful payments, but make the causes of overtime 
known to the workers, according to 72% of the interviews.

Regarding all the year overtime, 88% of workers of Factory F said they didn’t experience such a 
perennial overload of work. Factory H doesn’t have overtime all year round and make the overtime 
payments duly. According to respondents of Factories A, I and B ( C&A) don’t pay overtime 

10  It should be made clear that this cross-section of workers are either sick, pregnant or have valid reasons for which they were not 
capable of doing overtime. 
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payments according to provisions of labour law. More than 50% of respondents of Factory A and 
Factory J (C&A) reported prevalence of all the year overtime. More than 95% of the workers of 
Factory G reported no overtime all the year round. 68% of the respondents said this garment 
factory paid off lawful overtime dues. 

5.2. Overtime scenario in all factories 

Overtime is, no doubt, a permanent phenomenon. Almost 45% of workers are of the opinion that 
they are destined to overtime. An overwhelming 85% said they don’t know the reasons of overtime 
but overtime brings extra income for them, which they need badly to run their family. The workers 
explained this scenario. According to them (61.4%) said everyday they had to work additional time 
to reach fixed targets. 46% of workers said overtime was paid duly while 53% informed that they 
did not experience payment of overtime on time.

When the majority of the workers states that they have been paid their salary before the end of the 
consecutive month, the same workers reported that overtime payment is delayed and often 
remains unpaid for months together. Only 46% of workers out of 243 respondents had reported 
that they were paid for the overtime. Out of 46%, more than 90% said that they had been paid their 
overtime, with or without inordinate delay, on a regular basis. According to law, the double of basic 
wage should be paid for each unit (hour) of overtime.

Table 10: Average working hours, overtime allowance and rate

Sl. No. Designation Average 
Working Hours

Average Overtime 
allowance

Overtime rate

1 Helpers 122.92 1537.50 12.51

2 Operators 111.92 1893.12 16.91

3 Others 125.08 2002.25 16.01

Overtime was never paid in these factories in accordance with norms and standards as construed 
in labour law, 2006. 

There are evidences of perennial overtime. Almost 50% of the workers are plunged into round the 
year overtime. In other words, it means that, without any exception, 80% percent of the workers 
had to do overtime for a substantial time in a week and/or in a month. 

Only about 16% believe that there might be valid causes for overtime excepting excessive target 
fixing, which, according to workers, naturally drag the workers into it. 

Consent of overtime

16%

84%

Yes No
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5.3. Gender Gap in working hours and overtime 

There are slight differences between working times between male and female workers of those 
who work less than 12 hours (11.45 and 11.46 hrs) in a day. On an average, female do overtime 
more than 30 hours while male overtime is little more than 28 hours in a week. Contrasting to 
legally permissible working hours, more than 25% of both the male and female workers are forced 
to involuntarily work for more than 90 hours. In case of women, 40% reported that they worked for 
80-99 hours in a week. More than 40% of female workers work overtime for a period of 49 hours 
while only 20% work less than 12 hours extra in a week. Twenty six percent of female workers do 
overtime for 70 hours while 47.5 percent male work overtime for the same period of time. The 
gender gap seems to be widening in this respect. 

In some factories, the workers work overtime for more than 100 hours monthly. Only 4% of workers 
work overtime below 60 hours a month. 

The scenario of working hours is rather moving. Violating all norms and standards, almost 43% of 
the workers are engaged in work for 10 hours while the working hours of 39% are stretched up to 
13 hours. Both the male and female (39%) share 13 hours of working time. On the contrary, on the 
question of whether they work seven days a week, 63% of female workers work seven days a 
week while only 37% of male workers are compelled to work without any weekend, mainly due to 
the fact they need to maximize their income as much as possible. 

Overtime hours in previous months 
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Discrimination in “Working Hours”

For garments workers, 10 hours is the minimum working hours per day. More than 45% of male 
and 41% of female workers work 10 hours a day. Among the rest of the workers, 39.1% of both 
male and female workers work 13 hours a day. In between 10 and 13, only a little proportion of 
worker works either 11 or 12 hours a day. Only few male workers were found who work more than 
13 hours (Table 1).

Table 1: Distribution of “Working hours per day”

Hours/day Male Female

10 45.3 41.9

11 6.3 8.9

12 7.8 10.1

13 39.1 39.1

14+ 1.6 0.0

Most of the factories start at 8.00 am and workers usually start to leave from 7 pm in the evening 
and about 42% of workers leave the factory at this time. Some of the rest work another one or two 
hours. Since most of the factories close at 10 pm (if there is no night shift), 39% of the workers 
leave their workplaces completing 13 hours excluding the one hour lunch break. When there are 
night shifts, some workers remain in the factory to work a few extra hours. When female workers 
are called for working in night shifts, they are allowed to leave earlier at 5pm or in the evening at 
7pm. They have to go back to work at 10pm or 11pm on the same day.

Table-2: Working days in a week

Days Male Female

6 51.6 36.3

7 48.4 63.7

63.7% of the female respondents said they work 7 days in a week and only 36.3% said that they 
work 6 days. In contrast, 51.6% of the male workers enjoy weekly days off though more than 48% 
of the males has to go to work on those days off. It is perhaps easier to manage a weekly holiday 
for the male worker which is almost impossible for female. The shown percentage in table 2 can 
only depict overall a picture of weekly days off in the sector, but in reality in most of the factories 
workers are not allowed to have any weekly day off at all. Still male workers get preference to get 
such days off.

According to the labour law, in any case a worker shall not be allowed to work more than 60 hours 
a week including the maximum of 12 overtime hours which is violated by the factories in almost all 
cases. Except 4% of female workers who work less than 60 hours in a week, all workers work 
beyond the legal limit. In extreme cases the working hours may exceed 100 per week (almost 15 
hours per day)11 as the study reveals; 12.5% of male workers and 8% of female workers were 
found working more than 100 hours a week. But the major portion of workers’ working hours per 
week remains within the range of 60 to 99. Interestingly 47.5% of male workers were found to work 
60 to 70 hours per week while only 26.4% of female workers were found who work the same 
hours. Except the extreme cases (i.e. working more than 100 hours a week which is naturally 
almost impossible by female workers), in all cases discrimination is clearly visible. While half of the 
male workers work less than 70 hours a week, 70% of the female workers work more than 70 
hours a week.

11  During pick periods or before shipment workers have to work more working hours usually in the form of so called night shifts.
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Table-3: Distribution of “Working hours per week”

Hours/week Male Female

< 60 0 4

60-69 47.5 26.4

70-79 12.5 21.6

80-89 17.5 20.8

90-99 10 19.2

100 & 100+ 12.5 8

Similar discrimination is found in case of overtime. The distribution of weekly overtime hours shows 
that in contrast of 44% of male workers, only 20% of female workers were found within the legal 
boundary (less than or equal to 12 overtime hours in a week). As described earlier, except extreme 
cases, this discrimination was found in all cases. 41% of female workers work 40 to 49 hours 
overtime in a week; only 32% of male workers were found in the same range (table 4).

Table 4: Distribution of “Overtime hours per week”

Range Male Female

<12&12 44.12 20.15

13-19 0 2.33

20-29 0 7.75

30-39 11.76 26.36

40-49 32.35 41.08

50&50+ 11.77 2.33

In case of overtime per month, 41% of male workers work less than or equal to 50 overtime hours 
in a month while only about 20% of female occupy in the same range. About 22% of male workers 
and more than 26% of female workers work overtime in a range of 51 to 100 hours. At the same 
time, while 49% of female worker were found to work more than 100 but less than 200 hours of 
overtime, while only 27% of men were found to be in the same range. These figures can depict the 
discrimination between male and female workers in case of doing extra hours. But in extreme 
cases (i.e., more than 200 overtime hours per month), the percentage of female workers is less 
than the percentage of male workers (Table 5).

Table 5: Distribution of “Overtime hours per month” 

Range Male Female

<35 & 35 5.4 2.68

36-50 35.14 17.45

51-70 5.4 6.04

71-100 16.22 20.13

101-150 8.11 22.83

151-200 18.92 26.17

200+ 10.81 4.7

Statistical analysis shows that average “working hours in a day” is almost equal to both male and 
female (11.45 and 11.46 hours). But male workers mostly (51.6%) work 6 days in a week, while 
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among the female workers 63.7% work 7 days a week,  as mentioned earlier.  Average weekly 
working hours for male and female workers are 75.12 and 76.09 hours respectively,  which are 
almost similar to the calculated weighted average (74.24 and 76.06 hours/week)12.  Though the 
difference between female and male average weekly hours seems to be very little (0.97 in case of 
arithmetic average and 1.82 in case of weighted average) and insignificant compared to the total 
working hours per week, this difference is very useful to see the discrimination among the male 
and female workers in the case of overtime. The difference merely shows the difference between 
weekly overtime hours of male and female workers.

Table 6: Statistics (Average)

 W hour/day W hour/week OT hours per 
week

OT Hours per 
month

Male 11.45 75.12 28.38 104.05

Female 11.46 76.09 30.74 117.94

Weekly averages of overtime of male and female workers were 28.38 and 30.74 respectively which 
is also near to the calculated average found by deducting 48 hours, the normal weekly working 
hours from the average weekly working hours (respectively 27.12 and 28.09 hours in  case of 
arithmetic average and 26.26 and 28.06 hours in case of weighted average).

At the same time, the average total working hours in the preceding month (i.e. the previous month 
of  when  the  workers  had  been  interviewed)  can  depict  the  discrimination  well  enough.  Male 
workers had worked in an average 104.05 overtime hours in that month, while female workers had 
worked 117.94 overtime hours (table 6).

5.4. Leave 

72% of workers don’t get entitled leave. According to workers, processing of leave is a hassle. 
However, 96% of workers said that leaves were granted without wage.

12  Weighted Average of working hours per week: Weighted Average = ∑ Average working hours per day X No. of working days per 
week X Weight.  Thus weighted average for male = 11.45 X 6 X 51.6% + 11.45 X 7 X 48.4% = 74.24 and weighted average for 
female = 11.46 X 6 X 36.3% + 11.46 X 7 X 63.7% = 76.06.
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The study investigated leave without pay and the consequences if someone fails to turn up to the 
factory without leave. However, 73% said that leave without wage is possible in emergency cases 
such as serious illness, death of relatives but frequency of such leave may lead to termination. 

This graph presents the situations of permission of leave without pay. In fact, there are two types of 
leaves; entitled leave (with wage), leave without pay. In most factories workers are not allowed to 
take leave without pay. 
5.5. Night shift. 

Fifty three percent of female workers work night shifts if asked by the management. Night shift is 
common to almost all workers. Ninety two percent of workers at Factory J reported that regular 
night shift for women is very common, 96% of female workers in Factory H don’t do night shift. 
However, 35% of the respondents of Factory E work night shifts. 

During interviews some female workers were astonished when they were being asked whether 
they worked night shift. Night shift was actually very usual to them. They replied, “Why not? If we 
are doing our job, we have to do night shift”. 
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Chapter 6: Wage and Discrimination

6.1. Wage calculation and determination process 

Wage is paid on a monthly basis. Only 26% of workers work on a piece rate. The wage includes 
house rent, transport, food allowance etc. Only 19.8 percent of workers get transport allowances, 
while 41% are entitled to receive house rent. The wage includes only medical costs and house 
rent.

More than 76 percent of workers said they did not have any subsidy or allowance for lunch. 
Nevertheless, 96% of workers reported that their wage and benefits had been deducted due to 
errors and being absent. There is no provision for pension schemes, according to 80% of the 
workers. 

Often the piece rate-workers are also given a target (23%). Calculation draws upon a number of 
issues including manipulating time, intentionally flawed recording of overtime, late arrival, 
deduction of leave without permission etc. The study reveals that regularity in payment is 
perceived by the workers if the wage is paid in the second or third week of subsequent month. 

6.2. Discrimination in Wage Rates

The study has made an attempt to piece together the information and evidence on wage 
discrimination which is wide in the sector. 

The study began its investigation with wage payment system, particularly the wage measurement 
indicators. However, 91.4% had reported that wage is calculated on a monthly basis. Although the 
study found that a majority of the workers has been receiving their wage and overtime payment 
regularly such astonishing findings might not lead to any happier conclusion if we dig into the 
“concept of regularity” as perceived by the workers. To the workers, “regularity means” the 
payment within 15th instant or first week of next consecutive month. Regularity doesn’t essentially 
mean compliance in accordance with provisions of labour law. The factories under study also found 
to have manipulated the time table in the attendance cards. Regular on-time payment is attributed 
to dispensation of payment within the first week of the month. It gets overshadowed when the 
study discovers some of the gloomy areas. Payment of wages is the only instrument through which 
other rights are being compromised in these factories. There are some factories where they pay 
workers the salary within 15 days of the subsequent month. 

Despite their ambivalence, women spoke aloud about their problems. Fears of not speaking clearly 
arises out of bad experiences they have had in the past. However, discrimination is widespread in 
spheres like wage rates, overtime and other benefits.
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 Note: ‘Payment of total ‘OT’ means the total amount of hours, and the wage that they should get 
for overtime. Here it means what they get for overtime. 

6.3. Job seeking and appointment.

According to this survey, 49.79% of workers got the job through reference from another worker. 
19.34% reported that they have been recruited through walk-in interview. 

6.4. Promotion.

Promotion depends on experience basically, some interviews explained. Others seemed hesitant 
to subscribe to this version. They argued that competence and skill hardly play any role in 
promotion. Some workers say, as opposed to opinion of others, there is no fair and systematic 
assessment or evaluation procedure for promotion. 

The workers also pointed to the fact that good understanding and “rapport” with mid-level and 
higher management is an additional impetus to get promotion. 

The old workers are often discouraged when the question of promotion comes up. They said, old 
workers are conscious of their own rights. Workers, explaining the attitude of the employers, 
explain that promotion hinges upon a number of factors, apart from normal standards. Those who 
worked for a longer period of time face discouragement. The employers create a situation so that 
they migrate to other factories. 

6.5. Training. 

More than 77% of workers said that there was no training facility for the workers. A large proportion 
of workers in these factories have acquired their skill through apprenticeship. However, the 
situation of female workers has deteriorated over the years. They have not received any training. 

6.6. Equal work and unequal wage.

Ninety five percent of workers do the same work while sixty percent of workers believe that they 
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are not equally paid. 

According to the labour law 2006, wage should be determined by the nature of job and it is 
mentioned clearly that no such discrimination shall be made in this respect on the ground of sex.

The discrimination in wage is pervasive and widening at an alarming rate. A discrepancy between 
equal work and equal wage is clearly evident. Ninety five percent of female respondents were of 
the opinion that they share the same or often more work load compared to their male counterpart. 

This study reveals that more than 50% of the female workers said that they had never been paid 
equally to their male counterparts. One such worker from Factory H described the fact, “We work 
more than them (male workers), we take leave less than they do and we work every day. But how 
can our earnings can be less than them? Garments officers say that they pay equal!” 

One male worker from Factory C said, “We are paid much because our quality of work is better 
than them (female worker). Besides, they can not achieve the hourly target, but we do; we can 
work much more in one hour.”

While a female worker from Factory J said, “We can do things more accurately than the male 
worker, because we have more patience. So there is no reason that the manager will give less 
money to male workers. This is not ethical.” 

6.7. Harassment by the supervisors.

The workers have been suffering from a state of fear. There are apprehensions that bargaining 
over promotion may end you losing your job. During interviews the workers hinted that a frightened 
situation always prevails in the sector. They said, the supervisors continue to scold them with very 
personal derogatory slang. Such unspeakable degradation, according to them, is more severe than 
physical torture; it puts them down as a human being. Often they are taken to task by curtailing 
their wage and there are reports of beatings in these factories as well. 

A male operator said, 

“The words that the supervisors use are intolerable. Sometimes I wish to leave the job. It would 
better to leave the job than hearing such words.”

A female worker of Factory L said, 

“I have no other choice; if I had a choice I would not work in Garments. Supervisors not only use 
derogatory words, but also they way they express those are more insulting. Sometimes they even 
hit us physically.” She also said, “They behave well around good looking females, and try to abuse 
them sexually. They offer them to go to the park and sometime for no reason touch their body. 
When the worker refuses that proposal, they become more ferocious.”

6.8. Physical and sexual harassment.

The beauty seems to be a dilemma for the women workers. The good looking women workers 
usually fall victim to sexual abuses of the supervisors/ management staffs. Teasing, touch with 
motive and sexual indication has been reported by the workers. They (supervisors) propose to take 
an early break to accompany them to go to the park. If a woman declines, she faces threats of 
losing her job. Unwittingly, many workers said, we accept the proposal; otherwise punishment 
might be more severe. Sometimes the beautiful girls are instructed to continue working even after 
majority of the workers go away.
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A worker of Factory A said, 

We are not free. We are controlled by the management. We have no ability to protest. [Sexual  
harassment] happens, everybody knows. Nobody wants to make it public. 
6.9. Insecurity, verbal abuse and misbehavior by management.

The study observes that the vulnerability of female garment workers is larger than their male 
counterparts. Verbal abuse is very common in factories. Eighty percent of the respondents recalled 
incidences of harassment by supervisors. They said such behavior occurs frequently. Most of the 
garments workers spend more than 10 hours at the factory premise and are susceptible to tension 
and mental anxiety. A female worker from Factory K said during an interview: 

“They rebuke us, we don’t mind. But, they make derogatory remarks about our parents. We can’t 
tolerate this”. 

The workers reported that some of them had to agree to the supervisors´ and mid-level 
management´s proposals as they were afraid of losing their job or other penalties. 

Table 12: The following table depicts the behavior of the supervisor

A: Process of recruitment B: Harassment 
C: Process of promotion C: What kinds of harassments
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6.10. Reasons of preference to employ women workers.

The majority workers gave a vivid description of the features that attracts the management to 
employ them. Most of the workers said a majority of the workers are married, although they hide 
this information. 

An operator in Factory E, said, “The owners like female workers, because female workers do not 
go on strike. And they can be suppressed easily.”

Another worker said, “Female workers try to hide their actual marital status. Many women have 
children, they join the factory as unmarried, because unmarried females get extra benefits.”

Therefore, in official documents, the numbers of married workers are remarkably low. The 
widowed, divorced and abandoned women also get employment by using their father’s identity. 
The reason as it has been explained by the workers attributes to the fact that it becomes harder to 
get entry into factory if someone is identified as married. If upon insistence someone manages to 
get a job they are offered less wage compared to other workers. With the hope that hiding their 
marital status is likely to create a comparative advantage to earn more, the workers hide their 
identity. The management is guided by the perception that married workers seek more leave than 
single workers. 

The overwhelming reason of employment of unmarried workers is related to implications of 
maternity leave benefits. Most of the female respondents said that RMG is populated with women 
workers as they are perceived as easily swayed by the management. Compared to masculine 
arrogance, they are the one who can be persuaded to work more with comparatively less 
resistance. Generally, in Bangladesh society, the women are vulnerable and therefore they are 
more devoted to work so that they can stand on their own feet. They are more resilient and tolerant 
in comparison to their male counterpart. 
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Chapter 7: Working environment

7.1. Toilets 

In all factories under survey the number of toilets is inadequate compared to number of workers. 
According to about 60% of workers, toilets are unhygienic and narrow. Eighty five percent workers 
said that apparently the management didn’t impose any restriction. But toilet use is discouraged by 
the management. Time limits for the refreshment room are very strict. The supervisors scold them 
if they stay in the toilet beyond the perceived time limit. The toilet is a place of torture for most of 
the workers. Queuing, questioning and other sorts of humiliation – all these things, bring misery to 
their life as a consequence of using the toilet. In all factories unofficial restrictions discourage the 
workers to go to the toilet. 

Factory-wise analysis shows that 75% of respondents of Factory D, 85% of respondents of Factory 
E, 100% of respondents of Factory F, 100% of respondents of Factory I and about 85% of 
respondents of Factory J claimed the condition of toilets were not clean. On the other hand 62% of 
respondents of Factory A claimed that the toilets were clean in that factory. The situation is better 
at Factory C, G and H where all respondents said that the toilets were clean in those factories.

7.2. Day care center 

Forty eight percent of workers have admitted that there are day care centers. However, the day 
care centers have been set up for demonstration purposes without any physical facilities and 
services. Workers said that they don’t keep their children in centers. These are simply not 
appropriate for keeping their child. Many workers alluded to security situation of the factory and 
don’t feel safe to keep their children at factory premises. 

Factories E, F, K and L had childcare spaces while in other garment factories most of the 
respondents claimed that they did not have such spaces for children. 100% of the respondents of 
Factory A, H and I confirmed that they did not have such spaces for children. 

On the one hand most of the factories simply consider child care centers as a fashionable demand 
of the poor workers, and keep them “encaged” until the work is over, which according to their 
definition, makes the situation so bad that many respondents said they can hear the cries of their 
children as they stay far away from their place while sitting in front of machine. A worker of Factory 
I said, 

“We don’t bring our children with us. We don’t think the factory is safe. We are always afraid of fire 
and accidents”. 

7.3. Ventilation and Light.

According to 42 percent of the workers, the factories don’t have proper ventilation and light. All the 
respondents of Factory A and F claimed that the lights and ventilation was not enough; while 72% 
of Factory D, 71% of Factory E and 70% respondents of Factory J also claimed that the lights and 
ventilation were not good enough. 60% respondents of Factory C claimed that they had good 
lighting and ventilation, while the situation is much better in Factory H, B, G and I where 96 to 
100% of respondents claim the conditions are good.

7.3. Dining space and canteen.

Sixty two percent of workers said a dining space was available but no canteen as such. However, 
about 70% of workers were complaining about space. In most of the factories the narrow dining 
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space can not accommodate all the workers. According to about 60% of the interviewees, dining 
rooms are not clean.
The dining space was not clean as reported by the respondents of Factory C (71%),Factory D 
(71%), Factory E (92%), Factory F (100%), and Factory J (65%). Respondents of these factories 
also reported that the dining spaces were not large enough for all the workers. Perhaps that was 
the reason why the spaces could not be maintained in clean conditions.

Interestingly Factory A and I did not provide any dining spaces for the workers as reported by all 
respondents of these two factories. Besides, 46% of respondents of Factory C, 75% of Factory F, 
45% of Factory G and minor portions of other factories, except Factory H, claimed that they had no 
dining space. Perhaps the workers of these factories either were not all informed about the dining 
spaces or the concept of dining spaces was not clearly understood by the workers of that factory. It 
is common in garments factories that workers eat their lunch on the roofs of their factory and some 
times workers recognize the roof as dining space. All the respondents of Factory H reported that 
they had dining space. 
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Chapter 8: Health and Safety

8.1. Safe drinking water.

In surveyed factories, 54.7% of workers reported that there had been no safe drinking water in the 
factory. They have been drinking running water from the tap. It seems that the concept of safe 
drinking water is not clear to them. That is the reason why respondents were divided on this issue. 
Tap water in Dhaka city is highly inflicted with bacterial agents.

8.2. Medical facilities.

Officially, in every factory a doctor has been employed. Depending on whether the respondent 
came across the doctor in factory premises or whether they know about the doctor, respondents 
are divided on the availability of a doctor. However, 57.6% said they had seen a doctor in their 
factory while the rest of the respondents defied their claim. We found that they have the same 
ambiguous answer on related issues too. For example, 41% respondents were not aware of any 
medical facilities.

All the respondents of Factory A, Factory I and Factory K claimed that they had no medical 
facilities in their factories. 

8.3. Safety.

In response to questions relating to safety equipment, 86 percent mentioned that they don’t know 
about it. Eighty five percent of the workers could not recall any major accident in factory during last 
five years. 13 However, while asked about emergency exit, 40% of workers had no idea. The rest of 
the respondents said, they had seen it hanging. They don’t know whether it is usable or not during 
emergency situation. 

While asked about usability of exit routes some consider the exit points usable, some do not. Exit 
routes are obstructed with garment materials in most of the factories, according to workers 
interviewed. Sixty three percent of the workers have expressed their concern about the dangerous 
work they are engaged in. Sixty nine percent of the workers reported fire drills in their factory. 

Fire drills occasionally take place in some factories, particularly in factories located in EPZ. The 
most basic codes of Occupational Health and Safety are not in practice in any factory under 
investigation. 

13 Migration rates are significantly high across the sector. A significant numbers of workers has been working in these factories for 1-3 
years, and are relatively new workers, and might not have information of such incidences. 
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Chapter 9: Freedom of Association

9.1. Trade union in factory.

According to 77% of workers, there is no trade union in these factories. The 26% of workers who 
answered positively about trade union, perhaps, meant the participation committee. Of the 
respondents, 19% admitted their involvement with the participation committee/trade union. Eighty 
two percent of respondents said there were incidences of job termination due to association with 
trade unions. Bangladesh Labour Laws 2006 made a provision to have a factory-wise workers 
participation committee. It is mandatory for the owner to organize such committee. However, a 
participation committee is not a substitute to trade union. 

Ninety two percent of the respondents of Factory F said that they had a trade union but only 76% 
of the respondent had memberships of the trade union. Interestingly all respondents (100%) of the 
same factory claimed that termination of employment had been practiced in that factory for 
participating in trade union activities. In Factory G about 87% of respondents said they have a 
workers association14 and in Factory H about 76% of respondents claimed the same. All other 
factories do not have any trade union as reported by the respondents. On the other hand job 
terminations due to trade union activities prevailed in almost every factory. Like Factory F, in 
Factory B, Factory I and Factory J the situation was assumed to be much worse as 100% 
respondents claimed that they have seen such termination while working in those factories.

A majority of the respondents of Factory A (86%), Factory B (100%), Factory C (86%), Factory F 
(54%), Factory G (90%), Factory H (91%) and Factory J (81%) claimed that they had experienced 
some form of conflict or labour dissatisfaction within last 5 years. All these factories had applied 
police forces to control the dissatisfaction as reported by the respondents. 

9.2. Conflict and conflict resolution in the factory.

There had been incidences of conflict in these factories. These conflicts have been reported by 
54% of the respondents. Forty five percent of the respondents, who have no knowledge about 
such conflicts, are new workers15. Police force was called in factories amid conflict, according to 
56% of all respondents. The president of the registered trade union of Factory F was arrested and 
sent to jail last September. A number of other union officials were tortured by the police, and 
goons. 

9.3. Perception of workers about Freedom of Association 

Freedom of Association of workers and the right to form trade unions in the RMG sectors always 
has been an issue of conflict. There are at least 40 trade union organizations representing the 
RMG workers of the country. 
There are a lot of barriers to forming unions. In the garment sector, the trade union movement is 
very weak. Workers engaged in the trade union movement, even at a primary stage, had to face 
severe consequences including facing false cases, retrenchment etc. 

Workers face a similar fate if they speak the truth to buyers or other external agencies. The 
research team found no trade union or any other form of worker's organization in any of the 
factories investigated. A general environment of fear is maintained to deter such initiatives. 

During her interview a female worker said, “If they (management) see any activities related to any 
union, you can be sure that you would be terminated within a few days for sure. They have their 
own informer that’s why we do not even talk about this.”

14  EPZ Rules, 2004 gives limited bargaining capacity.
15  The old workers have information about such conflicts, the new workers may not.
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“Sometimes some employees were threatened just for going to a union’s meeting. We have come 
here out of necessity of food, not for fighting” – said another worker.
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Chapter 10: Code of Conduct

10.1. Buyers' visits. 

About 80% of the workers heard about buyers’ visits in the factory. They don’t know the name of 
the buyers. Buyers don’t introduce themselves to the workers during factory visits, according to 
ninety four percent of the workers. According to 67 % of workers, there had been no occasion to 
have a conversation with buyers. When asked whether they have any individual experience of 
sharing with buyers, 86% of workers said, no. Workers are regularly debriefed before a buyer 
visits. Before every buyer visit workers are communicated, through their supervisors, about the 
code of conduct. 

The factory premise and worker take on a new look. The workers are motivated to represent the 
owner, instead of talking about their own issues. Malpractices are pervasive with regard to buyer 
visits as well as during social auditing. Misrepresentation or fraudulent representation including 
creating a relaxed environment for the workers is very much common in the factories being 
investigated. 

Workers, however, are accustomed to buyer's visits and the activities that take place surrounding 
those. During buyer's visits the most noticeable thing to happen is the cleanliness drive. Machines, 
factory premises, toilets are cleaned. Towels, soap, water are supplied to the toilets. 

In the backdrop of these cosmetic efforts workers are directed to deliver a rehearsed performance. 
They are instructed to tell lies taught by the management that they do not work overtime, work six 
days a week, get their pay in time, leave work at 5pm, no one mistreats them etc.. 

With the instructions comes the clear message that if they do not say as instructed they will be 
fired. Buyers are always accompanied by management personnel so there is no way to speak the 
truth without risking loss of employment. A worker from Factory C said, 

“The buyer visit in the factory is like a festival, the management ask us to wear good dresses. But,  
we are forced to tell lies. We are briefed about our statements. If you say anything bad, buyers will  
go away, the factory will be closed and you will lose your job.” 

10.2. Code of Conduct: Workers perception and understanding.

The ‘code of conduct’ is by no means a familiar thing in the RMG sector. The workers informed that 
the management never took the initiative to make workers familiar with the “code of conduct”. More 
than 77% of the respondents of the surveyed factories16 have never seen the code of conduct, 
either in Bangla or English, on display in their factories. This study reveals that 99.6 percent of 
workers said that the management had never shown any interest in giving information on codes of 
conduct. On the contrary, out of 292 respondents, 40% was informed about the existence of the 
code of conduct on display, either in English or in Bangla. 

Workers don’t have a complete understanding about what is written in the code of conduct. About 
3% of workers said they guess the issue they are taught to respond to during buyer visits might be 
something related to code of conduct. 

16  Workers have hardly any time to find out about the displayed code of conduct. They usually hang it in invisible places or in places 
like the front door of the manager's door where workers don’t have any access. In most of the factories, an English version of the 
code of conduct was seen. 
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Key Findings

1. The long-running debate on living wage has a number of dimensions to be taken into account. 
This study reveals that the income distribution of the garment workers against the expenditure falls 
far short of even meeting their basic minimum needs like housing and food expenses, even the 
cost of slums. A majority of the respondents have an obligation to send money to their families left 
in their native village.

The workers have given an account of their financial requirements showing their rationality in their 
calculation of wage demanded. On an average, the workers demanded Tk.4000-5000 to meet their 
basic demands. The existing payment structure plunged them into a vulnerable situation to cope 
with the negative spiral of the price hike. There are debates around a reliable and logical 
calculation method of a living wage. Workers have offered some explanation about the living wage 
demanded. Keeping aside the issues of quantification, this study has captured views, perspectives 
and information given by the workers and unveils the plight of the workers. 

2. The level of understanding of the very small group of workers having some acquaintance with 
‘codes of conduct’ is superficial at best. It includes those who have only seen it and can mention 
the term but have no idea at all about its contents. 

3. The findings of this study shows that about 88% of both the male and female workers earned 
less than 50% of their financial needs for livelihood. Therefore, the dynamics of their livelihood 
hinges upon a number of factors such as loans from the grocery of their neighborhood, or short 
term credits from others. To cope with these circumstances, workers cannot take square meals.

4. A small proportion of workers enjoyed maternity leave with full payment. Women garment 
workers often seem to be inexperienced and unaware concerning maternity leave. 

5. According to a majority of the respondents, the living wage comprises only food, 
accommodation and shelter and some other costs. Another group of respondents mentioned 
savings as important constituents of living wage. 

The question of a living wage of the garments workers is associated with a number of interrelated 
factors such as distance of residence from factory, family size, number of school going children in 
the family and housing facility - whether they live in a squat or a better place or live alone or in a 
group. Most of the garment workers live in communal squats. The findings of the study show that 
workers can not afford the cost of food with the minimum wage that they receive usually.

6. Freedom of association of workers and the right to form trade unions in the RMG sectors has 
been a cause of conflict. Termination due to trade union activities prevails in almost every factory. 

7. The basic codes of Occupational Health and Safety are not in practice in any factory under 
investigation. Workers have expressed their concern about the safety situation and the dangerous 
work they are engaged in.

8. Verbal abuse is very common in the factories. Eighty percent of the respondents recalled 
incidences of harassment by supervisors. Such behavior of the management staffs creates tension 
and mental anxiety among female workers.
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9. The gender gap and discrimination seem to be widening with respect to wages, working hours 
and other entitlements.
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Annex

Table: Conditions of Employment of the Workers. 

Procedure for the employment.
Condition Yes No 

Appointment Card 49.0 % 51.0 %
ID Card 83.5 % 16.5 %
Attendance Card 98.4 % 1.6 %

Production target.
Condition Yes No

Production Target 84.8 % 15.2 %
Require overtime for achieving target 66.7 % 33.3 %
Target for piece rated workers 26.3 % 73.7 %

Maternity leave.
Condition Yes No
Maternity leave 81.5 % 18.5 %
Termination due to pregnancy 37.0 % 63.0 %

Table: Working condition Employment of the Workers who are working in the different 
garments.

Overtime.
Condition Yes No

Consent 
of 
overtime

Overtime round the year16.0 % 84.0 % 44.9 % 55.1 %
Cause of overtime 14.8 % 85.2 %
Overtime notice 9.1 % 90.9 %
Payment of overtime 46.1 % 53.9 %
Regularity of overtime payment 81.5 % 18.5 %

Leave.
Condition Yes No
Lunch break 100.0 %
Leave without wage 31.2 % 68.8 %
Entitled leave 28.0 % 72.0 %
Availability of permission of leave without wage 3.7 % 96.3 %
Regular night shift of female worker 53.5 % 46.5 %
Complaint about working hour 50.8 % 49.2 %
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Table: Wage condition of workers who are working in different garments.

Wage.
Condition Yes No
Regularity of salary payment 94.7 % 5.3 %
Transport allowance 19.8 % 80.2 %
House rent allowance 41.2 % 58.8 %
Lunch/food allowance 23.4 % 76.6 %
Pension scheme 18.6 % 81.4 %
Increment within last year 50.0 % 50.0 %
Deduction of wage due to errors or absent 96.5 % 3.5 %

Increment ( Pay rise/ increase).

Condition Yes No
Increment within last year 50.0 % 50.0 %

Table: Gender Differences.

Training.
Condition Yes No
Training 22.5 % 77.5 %

Equal opportunity for training 18.2 % 4.7 %

Equal work opportunity.
Condition Yes No
Equal work 95.3 % 4.7 %
Equal wage for equal work 35.2 % 60.2 %

Harassment by the Guards.
Condition Yes No
Harassment by the Guards 14.9 % 85.1 %

Table: Freedom of trade union of the workers who are working in different garments.

Trade Union.
Condition Yes No
Trade union 26.7 % 73.2 %
Membership 19.7 % 80.3 %
Termination due to association with trade union 82.4 % 17.6 %

Conflict.
Condition Yes

No
Conflict within last 5 years 54.7 % 45.3 %
Police force applied during any conflict within 
last 5 years

56.8 % 43.2 %
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Table: Working environment of the workers who are working in different garments.

Cleanliness of toilet.
Condition Yes No
Restriction on toilet use 17.7 % 82.3 %
Condition of toilet 40.1 % 59.9 %

Facilities.
Condition Yes No
Proper ventilation and light 57.3 42.7
Dining Space 62.6 37.4
Capacity of Dining space 30.5 69.5
Cleanliness of dining space 40.9 59.1
Day Care Center 48.1 51.9
Safe drinking water 45.3 54.7

Medical service.
Condition Yes No
Doctor 57.6 42.4
Medical facilities 58.4 41.6
Free medicine 37.1 62.9
Occupational diseases 27.5 72.5
Working with dangerous chemicals 1.8 98.2

Table: Safety condition of the workers who are working in different garments.

Safety.
Condition Yes No
Accident within last 5 years 14.7 % 85.3 %
Emergency Exit 58.9 % 41.1 %
Usability of emergency exits 75.3 % 24.7 %
Fire extinguishing instrument in factory 77.7 % 22.3 %
Fire drill 62.8 % 37.2 %
Safety equipment 13.7 % 86.3 %
Concern about dangerous work 36.4 % 63.6 %
Committee for health and safety 20.8 % 79.2 %

Table: Knowledge about code of conducts of the workers who are working in different 
garments.

Buyer visit.
Condition Yes No
Buyer visit 72.9 % 27.1 %
Buyer’s information to worker 34.5 % 65.5 %
Do buyers introduce themselves? 5.7 % 94.3 %
Conversation between buyer and workers 67.5 % 32.5 %
Conversation between buyer and you 14.0 % 86.0 %

Code of conduct.
Condition Yes No
Conversation between buyer and workers 67.5 % 32.5 %
Conversation between buyer and you 14.0 % 86.0 %
Code of conduct 8.1 % 91.9 %
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Code of conduct in factory 22.1 % 77.9 %
Provided information about code of conduct 0.4 % 99.6 %
Language of code of conduct Bangla English Both

32.4 % 43.2 % 24.3 %

Annex: 2
              
Table: The list of respondents.

SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
1. Factory F Operator Female
2. Factory F Quality Inspector Female
3. Factory F Quality Inspector Female
4. Factory F Operator Female
5. Factory F Supervisor Female
6. Factory F Operator Male
7. Factory F Operator Female
8. Factory F Operator Female
9. Factory F Helper Female
10. Factory F Operator Female
11. Factory F Operator Female
12. Factory F Operator Female
13. Factory F Operator Female
14. Factory F Operator Male
15. Factory F Operator Male
16. Factory F Helper Female
17. Factory F Helper Female
18. Factory F Helper Female
19. Factory F Helper Female
20. Factory F Helper Female
21. Factory F Quality Inspector Female
22. Factory F Operator Female
23. Factory F Operator Female
24. Factory F Operator Female
25. Factory F Operator Female
26. Factory K . Male
27. Factory K . Female
28. Factory K . Female
29. Factory K . Male
30. Factory K . Female
31. Factory K . Male
32. Factory K . Male
33. Factory K . Female
34. Factory K . Female
35. Factory K . Female
36. Factory K . Female
37. Factory K . Female
38. Factory K . Female
39. Factory K . Male
40. Factory K . Male
41. Factory K . Female
42. Factory K . Male
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SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
43. Factory K . Female
44. Factory K . Female
45. Factory K . Female
46. Factory K . Male
47. Factory K . Female
48. Factory K . Female
49. Factory K . Male
50. Factory K . Male
51. Factory L . Male
52. Factory L . Male
53. Factory L . Male
54. Factory L . Male
55. Factory L . Male
56. Factory L . Male
57. Factory L . Female
58. Factory L . Female
59. Factory L . Male
60. Factory L . Female
61. Factory L . Female
62. Factory L . Female
63. Factory L . Female
64. Factory L . Female
65. Factory L . Female
66. Factory L . Female
67. Factory L . Female
68. Factory L . Female
69. Factory L . Female
70. Factory L . Female
71. Factory L . Female
72. Factory L . Female
73. Factory L . Male
74. Factory L . Male
75. Factory D Operator Female
76. Factory D Operator Female
77. Factory D Operator Female
78. Factory D Operator Female
79. Factory D Operator Female
80. Factory D Others Male
81. Factory D Operator Female
82. Factory D Others Male
83. Factory D Operator Female
84. Factory D Quality Inspector Female
85. Factory D Helper Female
86. Factory D Operator Female
87. Factory D Operator Female
88. Factory D Quality Inspector Male
89. Factory D Quality Inspector Female
90. Factory D Operator Female
91. Factory D Operator Female
92. Factory D Operator Female
93. Factory D Operator Female
94. Factory D Operator Female
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SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
95. Factory D Operator Female
96. Factory D Operator Female
97. Factory D Others Male
98. Factory D Helper Male
99. Factory D Operator Female
100. Factory D Operator Female
101. Factory J Others Male
102. Factory J Operator Female
103. Factory J Operator Female
104. Factory J Operator Male
105. Factory J Operator Female
106. Factory J Quality Inspector Female
107. Factory J Operator Female
108. Factory J Operator Female
109. Factory J Operator Female
110. Factory J Helper Female
111. Factory J Operator Female
112. Factory J Operator Female
113. Factory J Quality Inspector Male
114. Factory J Operator Female
115. Factory J Operator Female
116. Factory J Operator Female
117. Factory J Others Male
118. Factory J Operator Female
119. Factory J Helper Male
120. Factory J Operator Female
121. Factory J Operator Female
122. Factory J Operator Female
123. Factory J Operator Female
124. Factory J Helper Female
125. Factory J Helper Female
126. Factory J Others Male
127. Factory E Helper Female
128. Factory E Operator Female
129. Factory E Operator Female
130. Factory E Quality Inspector Female
131. Factory E Operator Female
132. Factory E Operator Female
133. Factory E Operator Female
134. Factory E Operator Female
135. Factory E Operator Female
136. Factory E Operator Male
137. Factory E Supervisor Male
138. Factory E Operator Female
139. Factory E Operator Female
140. Factory E Supervisor Male
141. Factory E Helper Male
142. Factory E Operator Female
143. Factory E Operator Female
144. Factory E Quality Inspector Male
145. Factory E Quality Inspector Male
146. Factory E Operator Female
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SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
147. Factory E Operator Female
148. Factory E Operator Female
149. Factory E Operator Female
150. Factory E Operator Female
151. Factory E Quality Inspector Male
152. Factory E Operator Female
153. Factory H Operator Male
154. Factory H Operator Female
155. Factory H Quality Inspector Female
156. Factory H Operator Female
157. Factory H Operator Female
158. Factory H Operator Female
159. Factory H Operator Female
160. Factory H Operator Male
161. Factory H Operator Female
162. Factory H Operator Male
163. Factory H Operator Female
164. Factory H Operator Female
165. Factory H Operator Female
166. Factory H Helper Female
167. Factory H Others Male
168. Factory H Operator Female
169. Factory H Operator Female
170. Factory H Operator Female
171. Factory H Helper Female
172. Factory H Operator Female
173. Factory H Helper Female
174. Factory H Operator Female
175. Factory H Operator Female
176. Factory H Operator Female
177. Factory H Operator Female
178. Factory H Operator Male
179. Factory G Quality Inspector Female
180. Factory G Operator Male
181. Factory G Operator Female
182. Factory G Operator Male
183. Factory G Operator Female
184. Factory G Operator Male
185. Factory G Helper Female
186. Factory G Operator Male
187. Factory G Helper Male
188. Factory G Operator Male
189. Factory G Operator Female
190. Factory G Operator Female
191. Factory G Quality Inspector Female
192. Factory G Operator Female
193. Factory G Quality Inspector Female
194. Factory G Operator Female
195. Factory G Operator Male
196. Factory G Operator Female
197. Factory G Helper Female
198. Factory G Operator Male
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SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
199. Factory G Operator Female
200. Factory G Operator Female
201. Factory G Operator Female
202. Factory I Helper Female
203. Factory I Helper Female
204. Factory I Helper Male
205. Factory I Helper Female
206. Factory I Helper Female
207. Factory I Helper Female
208. Factory I Helper Male
209. Factory I Helper Female
210. Factory I Helper Male
211. Factory I Operator Female
212. Factory I Operator Female
213. Factory I Operator Female
214. Factory I Operator Female
215. Factory I Operator Male
216. Factory I Operator Female
217. Factory I Operator Female
218. Factory I Operator Male
219. Factory I Operator Male
220. Factory I Operator Female
221. Factory I Operator Male
222. Factory I Operator Female
223. Factory I Helper Female
224. Factory I Operator Female
225. Factory I Operator Male
226. Factory I Operator Male
227. Factory I Operator Male
228. Factory I Operator Male
229. Factory I Operator Male
230. Factory A Operator Male
231. Factory A Operator Female
232. Factory A Operator Male
233. Factory A Operator Male
234. Factory A Operator Male
235. Factory A Operator Female
236. Factory A Operator Male
237. Factory A Operator Female
238. Factory A Operator Female
239. Factory A Operator Male
240. Factory A Operator Male
241. Factory A Operator Male
242. Factory A Operator Female
243. Factory B Operator Female
244. Factory B Operator Male
245. Factory B Others Female
246. Factory B Others Male
247. Factory B Operator Female
248. Factory B Operator Female
249. Factory B Quality Inspector Female
250. Factory B Operator Female
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SL. No. Factory Name Designation Sex
251. Factory B Operator Male
252. Factory B Operator Female
253. Factory B Operator Female
254. Factory B Operator Female
255. Factory B Operator Female
256. Factory B Quality Inspector Male
257. Factory B Quality Inspector Female
258. Factory B Others Female
259. Factory B Operator Male
260. Factory B Operator Female
261. Factory B Operator Female
262. Factory B Operator Female
263. Factory B Operator Female
264. Factory B Operator Female
265. Factory B Operator Male
266. Factory B Operator Female
267. Factory B Operator Female
268. Factory C Operator Female
269. Factory C Helper Female
270. Factory C Operator Female
271. Factory C Helper Female
272. Factory C Helper Female
273. Factory C Helper Female
274. Factory C Operator Female
275. Factory C Operator Female
276. Factory C Operator Female
277. Factory C Helper Female
278. Factory C Operator Female
279. Factory C Quality Inspector Female
280. Factory C Operator Female
281. Factory C Others Male
282. Factory C Operator Female
283. Factory C Operator Female
284. Factory C Operator Female
285. Factory C Operator Female
286. Factory C Operator Female
287. Factory C Operator Male
288. Factory C Operator Female
289. Factory C Operator Female
290. Factory C Operator Male
291. Factory C Quality Inspector Male
292. Factory C Operator Male
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